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We have constructed new detailed-balance models to calculate limiting conversion

efficiencies of two major types of third-generation solar cells: multiple exciton generation (MEG) solar cells

and hot-carrier solar cells (HC-SCs), which have attracted increasing attention due to their potentially high

conversion efficiencies over 50%. These models enable evaluation of the detrimental effects of energy

dissipation processes in these solar cells that could be eliminated in principle, but are unavoidable in practice.

Quantum dots (QDs) of PbSe and Si have been most intensively investigated as candidate materials for

MEG solar cells, in which multiple excitons or carriers are generated per single absorbed photon but have

not been found to be promising. Although InAs fulfills the material selection criteria for efficient MEG,

experimentally observed quantum yields of photon-to-carrier conversion are considerably lower than that

required for high conversion efficiency. In HC-SCs, photogenerated carrier energy in excess of the bandgaps

can be converted to electricity by extracting the high-energy carriers (hot carriers) before they are completely

thermalized, i.e., before the excess carrier energy dissipates to phonons. Although the phonon-bottleneck

effect in QDs can suppress thermalization, the effect demonstrated for InAs QDs is not sufficient. Thus, it

seems very difficult for these types of solar cells to compete against existing single-junction solar cells such

as Si and CuIn1-xGaxSe (CIGS) cells for rooftop use and triple-junction solar cells using III-V compound

semiconductors coupled with solar concentrators.

Solar Cells, Multiple Exciton Generation, Carrier Multiplication, Hot Carriers,

Limiting Efficiency, Detailed Balance, Quantum Dots

1. Introduction

In a conventional solar cell, a photon with an energy

higher than the bandgap of the light-absorbing material

used in the cell is absorbed to generate a carrier with

an energy equal to the photon energy. However, carrier

energy in excess of the bandgap of the absorber is

immediately transferred to phonons, which

temperature equals the room

temperature, i.e., thermalization of

carriers occur within several

picoseconds in most cases. Therefore,

the excess carrier energy cannot be

converted to electricity. This

thermalization is one of the most

significant energy dissipation channels

in the photovoltaic conversion process.
(1)

The limiting conversion efficiency of

single-junction solar cells (1J-SCs), i.e.,

the Shockley-Queisser (S-Q) limit, is

determined assuming that (i) the

absorber has a single bandgap, (ii) one

absorbed photon generates one carrier,

and (iii) the photogenerated carriers are extracted after

being completely thermalized.
(2)

Figure 1 summarizes the previously proposed

concepts to exceed the S-Q limit. The most

straightforward method based on existing technologies

is the use of plural absorbers with different bandgaps

for spectral splitting to reduce the excess carrier

energies. In fact, triple-junction solar cells (3J-SCs)
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using III-V compound semiconductors have

successfully realized conversion efficiencies over 40%

under concentrated solar irradiation,
(3,4)

which are

significantly higher than the best record of 1J-SCs

using GaAs (29%).
(3)

4-junction solar cells using new

materials have been intensively investigated with an

aim to further increase the efficiency toward 50%.
(5,6)

However, the complicated multilayered structures

required for 3J-SCs (and for 4-junction cells) raise the

costs, and therefore 3J-SCs are currently used only for

solar-concentrator systems that employ Fresnel lenses

and concave mirrors to reduce the proportion of cell to

module area, and for space applications. 

Third-generation solar cells attempt to achieve very

high efficiency over 50% with only a small increase in

areal costs compared with those of conventional

1J-SCs. Among them, the idea to achieve spectral

splitting using only one absorber has been implemented

with an intermediate-band solar cell (IB-SC) that uses

an absorber with an intermediate band (IB) in its

fundamental bandgap.
(7,8)

In an IB-SC, low energy

photons excite electrons from the valence band (VB)

to the IB and then from the IB to the conduction band

(CB), i.e., two low-energy particles generate one high-

energy particle, similar to an up-converter.
(9)

The

two-step excitation via the IB has been demonstrated

using highly mismatched semiconductor alloys such

as ZnTe:O
(10)

and GaAs:N,
(11)

and InAs QDs embedded

in GaAs-related matrices.
(12,13)

However, the current

R&D status remains at the proof-of-concept stage, and

improvement in the conversion efficiency has not yet

been realized compared with that of 1J-SCs.

On the other hand, hot-carrier solar cells (HC-SCs)

and solar cells utilizing multiple exciton generation

(MEG) aim to convert the excess carrier energies to

electricity. In an MEG cell, a high-energy photon

generates two or more carriers, which results in a larger

output current density than that of a 1J-SC with the

same bandgap.
(14-16)

This process is similar to that in a

down-converter,
(17)

because one high-energy particle

is converted to two (or more) low-energy particles. In

contrast, high energy carriers are directly extracted in

an HC-SC, which contributes to a higher output

voltage.
(18,19)

To date, detailed-balance calculations have been

carried out on MEG solar cells and HC-SCs to

determine the limiting conversion efficiency, but only

under the ideal conditions. In the present study, we

construct new detailed-balance models including

detrimental factors that could be eliminated in

principle, but are unavoidable in practice, i.e., energy

dissipation processes of photogenerated carriers, to

evaluate the practical upper limits of conversion

efficiency of these cells. We first deal with MEG solar

cells in Sec. 2, and then HC-SCs in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4,

we summarize the results and present concluding

remarks.

2. Multiple Exciton Generation (MEG) Solar Cells

The S-Q limit is derived assuming that the quantum

yield of photon-to-carrier conversion, γ, equals unity

at photon energies higher than the bandgap of the

absorber, as mentioned in Introduction. From an

energy conservation perspective, when a photon which

energy is higher than twice the bandgap is absorbed,

two carriers (and three carriers for a photon with an

energy three times higher than the bandgap) can be

generated. Such phenomena, often referred to as MEG,

have recently been demonstrated in semiconductor

quantum dots (QDs) of a wide variety of materials,

including PbS,
(20,21)

PbSe,
(21-23)

PbTe,
(24)

CdSe,
(25)

CdTe,
(26)

InAs,
(27,28)

InP,
(29)

and Si.
(30)

However, there

are considerable variations in the reported γ
values,

(16,22,23)
depending on surface treatments of the

QDs and/or experimental details. Therefore, it is still

under debate whether MEG occurs more efficiently in

QDs than in bulk materials.
(22,23,31)

Three solar-cell configurations have been proposed

to utilize MEG in QDs:
(32)

(a) QD arrays as the i region

of a p-i-n junction, (b) QDs as sensitizers coupled with

a wide-bandgap semiconductor (analogous to dye-

sensitized solar cells), and (c) QDs dispersed in a blend

of electron- and hole-conducting polymers. Promising

results for the extraction of multiply generated carriers,

i.e., ratios of current density to absorbed photon flux

density (internal quantum yield) higher than unity,

have been demonstrated using the configuration

(a).
(14,15)

In the following, we evaluate the effect of the γ
characteristics in detail with respect to the effective

masses of electrons and holes in the QD materials and

the potential-barrier height for photogenerated carriers

in the QDs.
(33,34)

The influence of solar irradiation

intensity up to 1000 sun, which is approximately the

practical upper limit,
(35,36)

is also investigated.

2. 1  Detailed-balance Including MEG

The absorber used in an MEG solar cell is assumed
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to comprise QDs embedded in a barrier material,

which is consistent with the configuration (a)

mentioned above, i.e., QD arrays as the i region of a

p-i-n junction. Energy diagrams of the absorbers and

their MEG processes are schematically illustrated in

Fig. 2.

The conversion efficiency of a solar cell utilizing

MEG is derived using the detailed-balance model.
(37)

The output current density, Jout, is determined from the

difference between the absorbed and emitted photon

fluxes, Jabs and Jem, respectively:

,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1)

where jsun(ω) and jem(ω) are the solar spectral photon

flux and the emitted photon flux, respectively, εg the

energy gap of the QDs,  the Dirac constant, and ω the

frequency of light. Nonradiative recombination

processes including Auger recombination are

neglected. The quantum yield of photon-to-carrier

conversion as a function of ω, γ(ω), equals unity at

around εg, because photons with an energy ω higher

than εg are assumed to be completely absorbed. When

MEG occurs at a large ω, γ(ω) exceeds unity. When

ω is sufficiently large, it is possible that more than

two carriers are generated by a single absorbed photon,

and thus γ(ω) has a value higher than two.

When MEG occurs, the reverse process can also take

place, i.e., multiple carriers can generate a single high-

energy photon during the emission process. In this

process, the carrier energy represented by the product

of γ(ω) and the quasi-Fermi level splitting between

the CB and VB, Δμ, is converted to the photon energy

of ω, with the Carnot efficiency:
(38,39)

, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (2)

where TRT and Trad are the room temperature and

radiation temperature, respectively. Using this

relationship, the Planck’s law at a radiation

temperature TRT can be generalized to:

,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (3)

where c denotes the velocity of light in vacuum, kB the

Boltzmann constant, and h the Planck constant. When

γ(ω) equals unity over the entire energy range, Eq. (1)

is identical to the standard detailed-balance

formulation for conventional 1J-SCs, and gives the

same results as the S-Q formulation.
(2)

The output voltage, Vout, is identical to Δμ. Thus the

output power, Pout, equals the product of Jout and Δμ,

and the conversion efficiency, η, is the ratio of Pout to

the incident energy flux:

, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (4)

. · · · · · · · · · · (5)

For numerical evaluations in the next subsection, the

AM1.5G spectrum was used up to 10 sun solar

irradiation intensity, and the AM1.5D spectrum was

used for higher intensity with consideration for the use

of tracking solar concentrators.
(40)

2. 2  Effects of MEG Quantum Yield Features

We investigated three characteristics of γ(ω): the

threshold photon energy above which it is higher than

unity, its upper limit, and the steepness of its increase

at around the threshold photon energies.

2. 2. 1 Threshold Photon Energy of MEG

Quantum Yields

The threshold of photon energy above which MEG

can occur is mainly dominated by the ratio of

photogenerated electron energy to the hole energy. The
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Fig. 2 Schematic energy diagrams and excitation, energy

dissipation and MEG processes in QDs surrounded

by barrier materials.
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expression of electron energy derived from a parabolic

two-band model with a direct bandgap in a bulk

material can be approximately applied to QDs, because

ω is much larger than εg and the energy levels

involved in MEG processes measured from the band

edge are sufficiently high.
(25,27)

The energy of an electron measured from the first

quantum-confined level of conduction electrons, εe, is

expressed as (See Fig. 2):

, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (6)

where me and mh are the effective masses of electrons

in the CB and holes in the VB, respectively. When εe

is larger than εg, MEG can occur using εe. The

threshold of two-carrier generation (one additional

carrier by MEG), ωth-e(1), is derived as a solution of

the equation εe = εg:

. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (7)

The hole energy εh, and the threshold for MEG using

εh, ωth-h(1), are similarly derived:

, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (8)

.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (9)

When ω is sufficiently large, plural carriers can be

additionally generated by MEG, and the thresholds

(ωth-e(2), ωth-e(3), …) are derived in a similar

manner. 

The values of γ(ω) with the ideal step-like increases

at the thresholds are depicted in Fig. 3(a). When me/mh

is close to zero as shown in Fig. 2(a), an additional

carrier is generated by MEG (γ(ω) = 2) using εe at ω
≥ 2 εg, and γ(ω) = 3 at ω ≥ 3 εg. For me/mh = 0.2, the

thresholds ωth-h(1) and ωth-e(2) equal 2.2εg and 3.4εg,

respectively. In these cases, εh is too small to generate

another carrier in the calculated ω range. In contrast,

γ(ω) increases from 1 to 3 at ω = 3εg when me/mh

equals 1, because εe equals εh, and consequently εe and

ω εth e
e
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εh contribute equally to MEG, see Fig. 2(b).

The relationship for ωth-e(1) and ωth-h(1) derived

here has been experimentally confirmed to be

applicable to various direct-bandgap materials, as

summarized in Table 1, and also provides a rough

estimation for Si, although Si has an indirect bandgap.

As for PbSe, ωth-h(1) is the lowest threshold, because

mh is smaller than me.

The resultant conversion efficiencies are shown in

Fig. 3(b). When me/mh is rather small, conversion
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Fig. 3 (a) Model quantum yields (γ(ω)) with different

me/mh values. (b) Contour plot of the conversion

efficiency of MEG solar cells under 1 sun solar

irradiation.

me/mh
a (experiment)

InAs 0.04 2.04  2.0 b

InP 0.18 2.18 2.1 c

CdSe 0.20 2.20 2.5 d

Si 0.48 2.48  2.4 e

PbSe          mh/me = 0.87 2.5-3.0 f

gεω )1(eth− gth εω

87.2)1(hth =−ω

a: Ref. 41, b: Ref. 27, c: Ref. 29, d: Ref. 25, e: Ref. 30, f: Refs. 22,23

� �

�

Table 1 Effective mass ratio values in bulk materials and

MEG thresholds calculated using Eqs. (7) and (9),

and those experimentally determined for QDs.



efficiency higher than the S-Q limit (34%) can be

achieved. The optimal εg is around 0.7-1.0 eV, which

is significantly smaller than that determined from the

S-Q formulation (1.4 eV), because a small εg widens

the spectral range contributing to MEG, and as a

consequence, significantly improves the short-circuit

current density, which outweighs the influence of

lowering the open-circuit voltage.

Another interpretation is that the lower optimal εg by

MEG is due to suppressed dissipation of the carrier

energy in excess of the energy gap. In conventional

1J-SCs, dissipation of the excess carrier energy

becomes more significant with decreasing εg, although

the total amount of absorbed energy increases. When

MEG occurs, the energy dissipation is suppressed,

which results in a smaller optimal εg.

In contrast, at a larger εg, the improvement by MEG

is slight, because the number of photons contributing

to MEG accounts for only a small fraction of the total

photon number.

The most significant finding is that the conversion

efficiency is drastically lowered with increasing me/mh

up to 1. This is due to the shift of ωth-e(n) to larger

energy, according to Eq. (7), etc., as shown in Figs. 2

and 3(a), and consequently the number of photons

contributing to MEG decreases at a given εg.

This result provides a guide for selection of the QD

materials. The bandgap and me/mh in bulk materials are

summarized in Table 1, and plotted in Fig. 3(b) with

the values of εg for QDs used in experimental

demonstrations of MEG. PbSe does not improve the

conversion efficiency, because the me/mh value is close

to 1, although PbSe QDs were first reported to exhibit

efficient MEG and have been most intensively

investigated. Si QDs have also attracted much attention

due to their nontoxicity and abundance, but they also

show no particular promise. The large values of εg for

InP or CdSe are not suitable, although the me/mh values

are rather small. Thus, among the materials listed in

Table 1, only InAs fulfills the requisite of εg and me/mh

for high conversion efficiency.

2. 2. 2  Upper Limit of MEG Quantum Yield

There is, in principle, no upper limit of γ(ω) if the

photogenerated carriers in the QDs are substantially

confined by infinitely high potential barriers. However,

the potential barrier height must be restricted for solar

cell applications, so that carriers can be extracted from

the QDs to external electrodes.

Although the origin of efficient MEG is not yet fully

understood, all the mechanisms proposed require that

photogenerated carriers are still confined in QDs for

strong carrier-carrier interaction.
(42,43)

When an

electron is excited beyond the potential barrier, it

evidently loses its energy to rapidly reach the top of

the potential barrier, followed by contribution to MEG,

as shown in Fig. 2(c). Thus, the potential barrier height

for electrons, Ve, determines the upper limit of γ(ω),
which is represented as γlimit.

A higher Ve allows a higher γlimit, but results in more

significant disturbance of the electron transport, and

consequently would lower the conversion efficiency in

reality. Therefore, it is necessary to find suitable values

of γlimit and Ve to design a concrete device structure.

Figure 4(a) shows γ(ω) models for different γlimit

values. Here, me/mh equals 0.04, which is the value for

InAs. In this case, εh is too small to be utilized for

MEG under the terrestrial solar spectrum. Therefore,

the potential barrier height for holes does not directly

affect γlimit.

The resultant conversion efficiency is shown in

Fig. 4(b). A significant increase in the efficiency is

achieved for γlimit = 2 compared with that for no MEG
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over the entire εg range, and the gain, which is defined

as the improvement in the maximal efficiency as a

function of εg, is as high as 7% (41% at εg = 0.95 eV

for γlimit = 2 and 34% at εg = 1.35 eV for no MEG). The

efficiency at small εg is further increased for γlimit = 3,

because a considerable number of photons contributes

to three-carrier generation. However, the gain for γlimit

= 3 is only 2% higher (43% efficiency at εg = 0.95 eV)

than that for γlimit = 2. Even for γlimit = ∞, the maximal

efficiency is very close to the value for γlimit = 3.

These results serve as a guide for selection of the

matrix surrounding the QDs. To realize γlimit = 2, a Ve

slightly larger than εg is required. The offset of the CBs

of the QDs and barriers, which is equal to the sum of

Ve and the confinement energy of the lowest level in

the QDs (the energy difference between the lowest

confined level and the minimum level of the CB in the

barriers), as shown in Fig. 2, should be around 1.5-

2.0 eV. AlxGa1-xAs is a possible candidate for the

barrier material coupled with InAs QDs. The Stranski-

Krastanov growth mode can be applied to fabricate this

combination. Doping with Sb enables precise control

of the band offset.
(44)

However, for γlimit = 3, another

material with a larger εg is required.

2. 2. 3 Steepness of Increase in MEG Quantum

Yield

If there were no energy dissipation from

photogenerated carriers prior to MEG, then γ(ω)
would exhibit step-like increases at ωth(1), ωth(2),
etc., as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a). However, carrier-

phonon interaction competes against MEG, although

it can be significantly reduced in QDs compared with

that in bulk materials due to the phonon-bottleneck

effect.
(45-48)

Localized states on the QD surfaces and

other defects also act as energy dissipation

channels.
(16,22,23)

Therefore, it should be difficult to

realize the step-like features of γ(ω). In fact, the

experimentally observed γ(ω) shows an almost linear

dependence, or an even more gradual increase for

which it is difficult to clearly define the threshold.

The calculated results for the three features of γ(ω)
are shown in Fig. 5. When γ(ω) increases gradually,

the gain is significantly lowered. The gain for Slope 2

is only 3% (37% efficiency at εg = 0.95 eV). Note that

even Slope 2 is considerably steeper than the

experimental features.
(16,20-27,29,30)

The effect of the

gradual increase is similar to that of a larger ωth

discussed in Sec. 2.2.1.

2. 2. 4  Influence of Solar Irradiation Intensity

The maximal power condition of a solar cell is

determined from the trade-off relationship between Vout

and Jout. A high Vout enhances the emission from the

absorber represented by Eq. (3), and consequently

decreases Jout. When a solar cell is used under

concentrated irradiation, the influence of the emission

is less significant relative to the absorption. Therefore,

Vout at the maximal power condition (Vmax) becomes

higher, and thus the conversion efficiency is improved.

The higher Vmax at a given εg shifts the optimal εg to

lower energy.

The lower optimal εg is advantageous for MEG cells,

because more photons contribute to MEG. Therefore,

the conversion efficiency of MEG cells increases more

rapidly than that for no MEG with increasing solar

irradiation intensity, i.e., the gain by MEG is more

significant at higher intensity, as shown in Fig. 6. Even

for Slope 2, a gain as high as 9% (50% efficiency at εg

= 0.5 eV for Slope 2, and 41% at εg = 1.1 eV for no

MEG) can be achieved at 1000 sun. However, even the

efficiency for Step (59%) cannot reach the value of

3J-SCs (62%).
(49)

The values for Slope 1 and Slope 2
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Fig. 5 (a) Model quantum yields (γ(ω)) with different

steepness. me/mh = 0.04. (b) Conversion efficiency

of MEG solar cells under 1 sun solar irradiation.



are further lowered to 55% and 50%, respectively.

The simple structure of MEG cells can potentially

realize low areal cost comparable to that of

conventional 1J-SCs. Therefore, one of the targets of

MEG cells is utilization under non-concentrated solar

irradiation for rooftop use. However, the conversion

efficiency for Slope 2 at 1 sun is close to the value of

1J-SCs. Note again that even Slope 2 is considerably

steeper than the experimental features. With respect to

solar-concentrator systems, 3J-SCs using III-V

compound semiconductors that provide significantly

high conversion efficiency are mostly employed,
(3-6,35,36)

because the cell cost accounts for only 10-15%

of the total system cost, so that the high cost of the 3J-

SCs, due to their complicated multilayered structure,

is not an issue.
(50)

Therefore, MEG cells are required

to achieve conversion efficiency higher than that of 3J-

SCs for solar-concentrator applications. However, even

the ideal efficiency for Step is lower than the target

value.

2. 3 Practical Upper Limit of Conversion

Efficiency of MEG Solar Cells

We have clarified requisites to realize high

conversion efficiency by utilizing MEG in QDs. InAs

QDs embedded in AlxGa1-xAsySb1-y is a possible

candidate to fulfill the requisites for the QD materials,

whereas PbSe or Si are not. However, the

experimentally observed quantum yield of photon-to-

carrier conversion, γ(ω), is far from that required to

achieve high efficiency even for InAs QDs, due to

energy dissipation processes competing against MEG.
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In addition, the use of QDs involves various issues

such as low light absorption, poor carrier transport, and

significant interface recombination, which are not

addressed in the present study. In consequence, it

seems very difficult to realize conversion efficiency

utilizing MEG in QDs higher than the value of

conventional 1J-SCs, i.e., the S-Q limit under 1 sun

solar irradiation, and those of 3J-SCs under

concentrated solar irradiation.

3. Hot-carrier Solar Cells

In an HC-SC one photon generates one carrier, as is

the case in conventional 1J-SCs. Instead, the

photogenerated carriers are extracted before they are

completely thermalized to utilize the carrier energy in

excess of the bandgap of the absorber. For hot-carrier

extraction, an HC-SC is equipped with energy-

selective contacts (ESCs) on the both sides of the

absorber, through which carriers at specific energy

levels are extracted to metal electrodes, as illustrated

in Fig. 7.
(18,19)

In semiconductor QDs, when intervals of the

quantum-confined energy levels are larger than the

maximal phonon energy, a carrier at a high-energy

level cannot relax to the next lower level with emission

of one phonon. This effect is referred to as phonon

bottleneck, and consequently thermalization can be

significantly reduced compared with that in bulk

materials.
(45,46)

In fact, thermalization times of several

hundred picoseconds have been demonstrated in III-V

compound semiconductor QDs.
(47,48)

Extraction of hot

carriers through ESCs using double-barrier resonant-

tunneling diodes (RTDs) consisting of Si QDs

embedded in SiO2 matrices
(51)

and GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs
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quantum wells (QWs)
(52)

have been demonstrated.

There are three requisites that are unique to hot-

carrier extraction to realize high conversion

efficiency.
(53)

The first and most essential is a long

thermalization time of photogenerated carriers in the

absorber. A narrow energy-selection width of the ESC

to reduce the entropy generation associated with hot-

carrier extraction is the second requisite. The third one

is a short equilibration time of carriers in the absorber

due to elastic carrier-carrier interaction, so that empty

states around the ESC levels from which carriers have

been extracted are immediately filled by other carriers.

It has been found that under the ideal conditions, i.e.,

supposing no thermalization of carriers, an extremely

narrow ESC width, and very rapid equilibration, the

limiting conversion efficiency is as high as 65% under

1 sun solar irradiation and over 85% at 1000 sun (the

reason for the significant dependence on the irradiation

intensity is discussed later).
(18,19)

In the following, we

conduct a qualitative analysis of the effect of a finite

thermalization time using the established detailed-

balance model.
(54)

Then, we construct a new

rate-equation model to quantitatively evaluate the

effect of all the three factors.
(53)

3. 1 Effect of a Finite Thermalization Time of

Photogenerated Carriers

3. 1. 1 Detailed Balance of Particle and Energy

Fluxes

To derive the limiting conversion efficiency of an

HC-SC, we consider the detailed balance of particle

and energy fluxes, and entropy generation in the

photovoltaic conversion process, as depicted in Fig. 8.

In this subsection, the thermalization process is not

explicitly involved in the model. In addition, the ideal

conditions are assumed, i.e., an extremely narrow

energy-selection width of the ESCs and very rapid

equilibration of carriers, which simplifies derivation of

the detailed-balance formulation described below. The

effects of finite values for these parameters will be

evaluated in Sec. 3.2. Complete light absorption at

photon energies higher than the bandgap is postulated.

Nonradiative recombination processes including Auger

recombination, as well as impact ionization, are

neglected.

The output current density, Jout, is represented by the

difference between the absorbed and emitted photon

fluxes:

,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (10)

where jsun(ε) is again the solar spectral photon flux and

εg the bandgap of the absorber. The assumption of very

rapid carrier equilibration in the absorber ensures that

the energy distribution of carriers in the absorber is

characterized by quasi-Fermi levels in the CB and VB,

μe and μh, respectively, similar to conventional solar

cells, and a common carrier temperature, Tc, that is

higher than TRT. This in turn allows us to describe the

emitted spectral photon flux, jem(ε ;Δμ,Tc), by the

generalized Planck’s law:
(38,39)

,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (11)

. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (12)

The balance of the energy fluxes describing absorption

and emission, Uabs and Uem, respectively, determines

the energy flux extracted from the absorber, ΔU:

, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (13)

, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (14)

. · · · · · · · · · · · (15)
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Fig. 8 Particle (J) and energy (U, Q, Pout) fluxes, and

entropy generation (ΔS) involved in the present

detailed-balance model for HC-SCs.



For the numerical evaluations in the following, me =

0.04m0 and mh = 0.4m0 (m0 denotes the electron rest

mass), which are close to the values of In0.53Ga0.47As

and GaSb,
(41)

were used, because a small me, i.e., a

small density of states (DOS) in the CB is required for

high conversion efficiency.
(54)

Thin absorbers (d =

100 nm) were employed so that nc was as large as

possible.
(54)

The solar spectrum was approximated by

a black-body emission at 5760 K.

3. 1. 2  Influence of the Carrier Retention Time

Figure 9(a) shows the dependence of the conversion

efficiency on εg and Tc under 1000 sun solar

irradiation. The optimal Δμ and corresponding nc for

each case are shown in Figs. 9(b) and (c), respectively.

Over 70% conversion efficiency could be achieved at

Tc = 1200-1800 K and εg smaller than 0.5 eV, with nc

in the order of 10
18

cm
–3

. However, in practice, the nc

value is limited to extract hot carriers, because τre must

be much shorter than τth. If we consider τth = 1 ns,

which is slightly longer than previously demonstrated

values,
(47,48)

and τre = 100 ps, then nc is calculated from

Eq. (20) to be in the order of 10
15

cm
–3

, which is

extremely smaller than that under the conditions for

high efficiency.

To evaluate the influence of nc on the conversion

efficiency, we calculated the conversion efficiency as

a function of nc. Figure 10(a) shows that the

conversion efficiency has an approximately linear

dependence on log[nc] up to nc = 10
17

cm
–3

. After

showing a maximum, the efficiency rapidly decreases

in the larger nc range. When Tc is higher, a higher value

of maximal efficiency appears at a larger nc: 56% (Tc

= 600 K, nc = 4 × 10
17

cm
–3

), 71% (Tc = 1200 K, nc =

7 × 10
17

cm
–3

), and 75% (Tc = 1800 K, nc = 9 × 10
17

cm
–3

).

However, the practically achievable conversion

efficiency is considerably lower than these values,

because nc is limited to the order of 10
15

cm
–3

. The

values for nc = 5 × 10
15

cm
–3

corresponding to d =

100 nm, 1000 sun solar irradiation intensity and τre =

93 ps are 43, 56, and 59% at Tc = 600, 1200, and

1800 K, respectively.

Although thermalization is excluded in this

subsection, there are still two channels of energy

dissipation that restrict the conversion efficiency;

emission from the absorber represented by Uem, and

the unavoidable heat flux to the ambient surroundings,

Q. The former affects both Jout and Vout, and the effect

is evaluated by Uem/Uabs. The measure of the latter can
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The energy extracted from the absorber by one carrier

equals the ratio of ΔU to Jout, which is exactly the

difference between the ESC levels for electrons and

holes, ΔE:

. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (16)

When carriers in the absorber at Tc are extracted to the

electrodes, in which the carrier temperature equals TRT,

entropy is generated, although the extremely narrow

ESC width minimizes the amount of entropy

generation, ΔS.
(55)

This is related to the other energy

dissipation channel: thermodynamically derived

unavoidable heat flux to the ambient surroundings, Q.

Therefore, the output energy flux, Pout, is lower than

ΔU by Q:
(18)

· · · · · · · · · · (17)

. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (18)

The conversion efficiency, η, is the ratio of Pout to the

incident energy flux:

. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (19)

We introduce the carrier retention time, τre, for

comparison with the thermalization time, τth:

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (20)

where nc and d are the carrier density in the absorber

and the thickness of the absorber, respectively. A

parabolic two-band model to represent the VB and CB

in the absorber simplifies the relationship between nc

and μe:

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (21)

Here, the origin of the energy axis is located at the

center of the bandgap.
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be simplified as:

. · · · · · (22)

This is a straightforward expression indicating that the

energy dissipation by Q affects only Vout. The

dependence of these measures on nc is shown in

Fig. 10(b).

Q U U E T Tabs em RT c−( ) = −( )1 Δ Δμ
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With increasing nc, Δμ becomes larger. The linear

dependence of Δμ on log[nc] at a given Tc is derived

from Eq. (21) using the Boltzmann approximation.

Therefore, it is found from Eq. (22) that Q/(Uabs – Uem)

is linearly reduced depending on log[nc], as shown in

Fig. 10(b). It is also found that Q/(Uabs – Uem) is a

decreasing function of Tc at a given nc, because the

change in Δμ with Tc has only a slight effect relative

to the factor of 1/Tc.

The value of Uem/Uabs is close to zero up to nc =

10
16

cm–3
and rapidly increases in the larger nc range.

At a given nc, Uem/Uabs is lower for a higher Tc, which

is the reason why the maximal efficiency appears at a

larger nc for a higher Tc, and does not contradict the

fact that emission from a heated material is more

intense at a higher temperature. In a heated material,

more carriers are generated thermally at a higher

temperature, whereas the influence of Tc with a given

nc is evaluated here.
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Fig. 10 (a) Conversion efficiency of HC-SCs as a function

of the carrier density (nc), and the carrier

temperature (Tc = 600, 1200, 1800 K). (b) Influence

of the emission (Uem) and unavoidable heat flux (Q)

as a function of the carrier density (nc). εg = 0.5 eV,

me = 0.04m0, mh = 0.4m0, no thermalization of

carriers, 1000 sun.
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However, the effect of Uem/Uabs is negligible in the

practically achievable nc range up to 10
15

cm–3
, even at

Tc = 600 K. Therefore, the conversion efficiency is

dominated by Q and linearly dependent on nc in this nc

range, as shown in Fig. 10(a). At a larger nc, Uem/Uabs

has a significant effect on the efficiency, leading to the

rapid decrease in the efficiency.

In Eq. (21), the use of a bulk material is assumed,

whereas QDs and other low-dimensional materials are

attractive candidates for use as the absorbers as first

mentioned in this section. Even using the DOS of 0-,

1- or 2-dimensional structures, linear dependence of

Δμ on log[nc] is also derived from the relationship

between μe, μh, and nc, similar to Eq. (21). Therefore,

the conversion efficiency is still linearly dependent on

log[nc].

The influence of the solar irradiation intensity with

practically achievable τre values is similarly

interpreted. Figure 11(a) shows a comparison of the

results at a constant Tc of 1200 K for different

intensities: non-, 1000 times- and the maximal (approx.

46000 times-) concentration. In the shorter τre range up

to 1 ns, the conversion efficiency is linearly dependent

on log[τre], and the conversion efficiency at a given τre

is higher for a higher intensity. With increasing τre, the

efficiency reaches the maximal value, followed by a

rapid decrease. The maximum appears at a shorter τre,

but the value is higher when the intensity is higher.

The influence of the solar irradiation intensity can be

more apparently interpreted by calculating the

efficiency as a function of nc for different intensities.

The results with the effect on Q and Uem are shown in

Figs. 11(b) and 11(c), respectively. As long as Uem is

negligible, there appears to be no significant difference

in Q, and consequently in the efficiency at different

irradiation intensities, because Q is dominated by Δμ
as shown in Eq. (22), and hence by nc. Therefore, the

reason why the efficiency is higher under more intense

irradiation when τre is an achievable value shorter than

1 ns, as shown in Fig. 11(a), is simply a larger nc that

is proportional to the product of τre and the irradiation

intensity.

However, the conversion efficiency starts to decrease

at a smaller nc for a lower irradiation intensity, because

the relative impact of Uem is inversely proportional to

the solar irradiation intensity. This is the reason why

the maximal value of the efficiency is higher for a

higher irradiation intensity, with the supposition of no

limitation of τre and nc arising from thermalization, i.e.,

no thermalization, and is different from the reason for
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the intensity-dependence of the efficiency at a

practically achievable τre value mentioned above. The

influence of the irradiation intensity on the maximal

value of the efficiency has been more explicitly

elucidated in terms of entropy generation caused by

the mismatch between the absorption and emission
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Fig. 11 Conversion efficiency of HC-SCs as a function of

the carrier retention time (τre) and solar irradiation

intensity (non-, 1000 times- and the maximal

concentration). εg = 0.5 eV, me = 0.04m0, mh =

0.4m0, d = 100 nm, no thermalization of carriers,

Tc = 1200 K.
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saturation effects.
(59-61)

The dependence of τeq on nc and

Teq is also neglected for a straightforward

interpretation, although these parameters intricately

affect τeq.
(62)

The feasibility of the τeq and τth values

used for numerical evaluation will be examined later

in relation to the resultant operating states.

The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (23)

describes the equilibration process, in which the

nonequilibrium ne(ε) evolves toward the equilibrated

distribution characterized by the Fermi-Dirac statistics

at Teq, which is higher than TRT. This process is due to

electron-electron elastic scattering (equilibration

within the electron subsystem; electron-phonon

scattering is excluded). Therefore, the total density and

energy of the electrons are conserved:

, · · · · (24)

.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (25)

The origin of the energy axis is located at the bottom

of the CB for simple expressions. These relationships

determine the values of μeq and Teq.

In contrast, the thermalization process described by

the second term originates from inelastic scattering of

electrons with phonons at TRT (i.e., equilibration

between electrons and phonons). Therefore, ne(ε)

evolves toward the distribution at TRT and the total

electron energy dissipates in this process, although

conservation of the total electron density holds:

.· · · · (26)

A parabolic two-band model is again used to

describe ρe(ε), Ge(ε), and Re(ε). An electron with an

energy ε is generated by absorbing a photon with an

energy ω = (εg + (1 + me/mh) ε. Therefore, Ge(ε) is

expressed as:

. · · · · · · · · · (27)

The generalized Planck’s law
(38,39)

can be modified

to determine Re(ε) using the occupation probability in

the CB, ne(ε)/ρe(ε), instead of the Fermi-Dirac

distribution function:

d f T d nε ε μ ρ ε ε ε( ) ( ) ( ); ,th RT e e
0 0

∞ ∞

∫ ∫=

G j m m( ) ( )ε ε ε= + +( )sun g e h1

d f T d nε ε μ ρ ε ε ε( ) ( ) ( ); ,eq eq e e
0 0

∞ ∞

∫ ∫=

d f T d nε ε ε μ ρ ε ε ε ε( ) ( ) ( ); ,eq eq e e
0 0

∞ ∞

∫ ∫=

étendues, which is analogous to the adiabatic

expansion of ideal gas.
(56,57)

3. 2 Quantitative Evaluation of the Practical

Factors

3. 2. 1  A Rate-equation Model

We formulate a rate equation to describe the energy

distribution of electrons in the CB, ne(ε), and

quantitatively involve the effects of the finite

thermalization time, τth, and equilibration time, τeq, in

the absorber, and the energy selection widths of the

ESCs, wesc. For simplification, holes in the VB are

assumed to be immediately thermalized and obey the

Fermi-Dirac statistics at TRT, because most of the

absorbed photon energy is stored in the electron

subsystem and consequently thermalization of holes

has a slight effect on the conversion efficiency when

mh is much larger than me.
(54)

In the steady-state operation of an HC-SC, electrons

in the CB are constantly generated by photoabsorption.

Some of these electrons radiatively recombine with

holes and the remaining are extracted to the electrode.

In addition, ne(ε) is affected by equilibration and

thermalization. Considering these processes, the time

evolution of ne(ε) is represented as:

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (23)

where Ge(ε), Re(ε), and Ee(ε,Ve) are the generation,

radiative recombination, and extraction rates,

respectively, f(ε;μ,T) the Fermi-Dirac distribution

function with a quasi-Fermi level μ and a temperature

T, and ρe(ε) the DOS per unit area in the CB (not per

unit volume). Impact ionization and Auger

recombination have been confirmed to be negligible

under the conditions employed, although the former is

generally significant at a high Tc and the latter at a large

nc.
(58)

The Fermi level in the negative electrode, Ve,

directly affects E(ε,Ve) (see Eq. (29)). 

Here, τth is dealt with as a given constant, because in

reality it is only slightly dependent on nc and Tc, as

long as Tc is sufficiently higher than the Debye

temperature and nc is not sufficiently large to cause

dn
dt

n f T
e e eq eq e

eq
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· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (28)

When an RTD consisting of semiconductor QDs

surrounded by a barrier material is used as the ESC,

electrons of a specific energy in the absorber can be

extracted via the quantum-confined states in the QDs.

However, in practice, size non-uniformity of the QDs

causes a finite value of wesc. Assuming that the

distribution of the quantum-confined levels is

represented by a Gauss function centered at Eesc, then

Ee(ε;Ve) is derived using the standard expression of a

tunneling current:
(63)

,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (29)

where f(ε;Ve,TRT) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution

function in the negative electrode. The proportionality

constant A is dependent on the detailed structure of the

ESC, such as the areal density of the QDs, and the

thickness and potential height of the barriers.
(64)

The total extraction rate equals the difference

between the total generation and recombination rates:

.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (30)

Therefore, it is an additional requisite for high

conversion efficiency to realize an A value that satisfies

Eq. (30). The expression of the total energy-extraction

rate is affected by the energy dissipation caused by

thermalization:

.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (31)

By solving the simultaneous equations of dne(ε)/dt =
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0 and Eqs. (30) and (31), ne(ε) and other values in a

steady-state operation are then determined. The Fermi

level in the positive electrode, Vh, equals μh, because

the hole temperature is assumed to be TRT. Thus, the

conversion efficiency, η, is the product of the output

voltage and the total extraction rate divided by the total

incident power:

.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (32)

In the following numerical procedures, me = 0.04m0

and mh = 0.4m0 were again used. The absorber

thickness was set at 500 nm, which is more practical

than the value used in the previous subsection. The

AM1.5G solar spectrum was used up to 10 sun solar

irradiation intensity, and AM1.5D for higher

intensity.
(40)

3. 2. 2  Detrimental Impact of the Practical Factors

Figure 12(a) shows the dependence of the

conversion efficiency on wesc. When wesc approaches

zero, the entropy generation associated with hot carrier

extraction is minimized.
(55)

With increasing wesc, the

entropy generation increases and the conversion

efficiency is consequently lowered. Another

interpretation is that the influence of the reverse flow

of electrons represented by a negative value of

ne(ε)/ρe(ε) – f(ε;Ve,TRT) in Eq. (29) at a lower ε is more

significant when wesc is larger.
(65)

If the target of the

conversion efficiency is relatively 5% lower than the

value at wesc = 0, a wesc around 0.1 eV is required.

A sufficiently narrow peak in a current-voltage

relationship has been demonstrated using an RTD

consisting of InAs QDs with an electrode of several

square micrometers.
(66)

However, it still remains a

challenge to realize a small wesc using practically larger

sized devices. Moreover, it has not yet been clarified

whether an appropriate value of the proportionality

constant A in Eq. (29) can be realized.
(64)

As long as there is a sufficient supply of electrons to

the empty states located around the ESC level, τeq does

not have a significant effect on the efficiency, as shown

in Fig. 12(b). However, at a longer τeq, ne(ε) is much

lower at the ESC level, which limits Ee(ε;Ve) and

consequently lowers the conversion efficiency. The

target value of τeq to prevent such a rate-limitation is

in the order of 1/1000 of τth (e.g., several picoseconds

at τth = 1 ns).

η ε ε ε ε ε= −( ) ′ ′ ′
∞ ∞

∫ ∫V V d E V d je h e e sun( ; ) ( )
0 0
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The value of nc for τth = 1 ns and 1000 sun has been

confirmed again to be in the order of 10
15

cm–3
, using

the results of the present rate-equation model. In bulk

GaAs, τeq at a nc of approximately 10
15

cm–3
has been

found to be several picoseconds,
(62)

which is close to

the target value of τth/1000. However, when τth is

shorter and/or the irradiation intensity is lower a

sufficiently short τeq would be difficult to realize,

because nc is proportional to the product of τth and the

solar irradiation intensity,
(54)

whereas τeq is longer at a

lower nc.
(62)

The  most  dominant  factor  is  τth,  as  shown  in

Fig. 12(c). To exceed the S-Q limit under 1 sun solar

irradiation (34%), a τth longer than 1 ns is required.

Under 1000 sun solar irradiation, conversion efficiency

higher than the S-Q limit (41%) can be achieved at a

τth of several tens of picoseconds. However, the target

must be the conversion efficiency of 3J-SCs (62%),
(49)

as discussed in Sec. 2.2.4. To achieve such a high

efficiency, a τth longer than 10 ns is required. More

detailed analysis has revealed that the unavoidable heat

flux to the ambient surroundings, which is related to

the entropy generation associated with hot-carrier

extraction, is the major energy dissipation channel, as

quantitatively evaluated in Sec. 3.1, whereas the

energy dissipation caused by the thermalization

represented by the second term in the right-hand side

of Eq. (23) is sufficiently reduced under the present

conditions.
(67)

The use of QD arrays in the absorber is a potential

solution to realize a long τth, as mentioned above.

However, the experimentally demonstrated τth values

of several hundreds of picoseconds at low ambient

temperatures are not sufficiently long.
(47,48)

Furthermore, immediate equilibration is a more

difficult requisite than that in bulk materials, because

the average electron number per QD is much less than

unity when nc equals 10
15

cm–3
. Miniband formation

originating from electronic coupling between

neighboring QDs leads to an acceleration of the

equilibration, in addition to improvements of light

absorption and carrier transport properties in the

absorber that are not addressed in the present model.

However, this also leads to a shorter τth. Therefore, it

is a more serious issue whether all the functions of the

absorber are compatible with each other.

The dependence on τth is due to the approximately

linear dependence of conversion efficiency on log[nc],

in which nc is proportional to the product of τth and the

solar irradiation intensity,
(54)

as long as the energy
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(d) wesc = 0.1 eV, τeq = 1 ps, τth = 1 ns(c) wesc = 0.1 eV, τeq = τth/1000

(b) wesc = 0.1 eV, τth = 1 ns(a) τeq [ps] =10×wesc [eV], τth = 1 ns
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dissipation caused by emission is not significant, as

discussed in Sec. 3.1.2. Therefore, the dependence on

the intensity shown in Fig. 12(d) is very close to the

τth dependence in Fig. 12(c). For example, the

efficiency at τth = 100 ps and 1000 sun is almost the

same as that at τth = 1 ns and 100 sun.

The thickness of the absorber similarly affects the

conversion efficiency. When the absorption coefficient

is low, and hence twice the thickness is required for

sufficient light absorption, nc is halved at a given τth

and solar irradiation intensity, which results in

lowering of the efficiency. This is equivalent to halving

τth or the intensity at a given thickness.

3. 3 Practical Upper Limit of Conversion

Efficiency of HC-SCs

We have evaluated the effects of the three practical

factors unique to HC-SCs. The energy dissipation

caused by thermalization of photogenerated carriers

could be sufficiently reduced if a thermalization time

(τth) of 1 ns could be realized. Instead, another energy

dissipation channel, thermodynamically unavoidable

heat flux to the ambient surroundings, which is related

to the entropy generation associated with hot-carrier

extraction, has a serious impact on the conversion

efficiency.
(67)

Thus, the conversion efficiency is close

to that of 1J-SCs, i.e. the S-Q limit under 1 sun solar

irradiation, and lower than that of 3J-SCs under 1000

sun solar irradiation. In addition, the target values of

0.1 eV for the ESC energy selection width (wesc) and a

carrier equilibration time (τeq) in the order of τth/1000

seem difficult to realize. Analysis on specific materials

and using other models for the thermalization process

have drawn similar conclusions.
(68-71)

Theoretical investigations to address the issues on

HC-SCs are in progress. Modification of phonon

dispersion to suppress energy dissipation from optical

phonons to acoustic phonons could extend the

thermalization time of hot carriers.
(72,73)

Two

approaches to solve the issues in the ESCs have been

proposed. One is the use of an absorber consisting of

QWs that has a function of energy-selective carrier

transport.
(74)

The other is extraction of high-energy

photons instead of hot carriers, i.e., the use of hot

luminescence from an absorber coupled with an optical

resonator to convert the solar spectrum to a

monochromatic light that is incident to a conventional

1J-SC.
(75)

Extraction of hot carriers from an absorber

that has an intermediate-band (IB) can relax the

requisite of thermalization time, because a smaller

output current density reduces the entropy generation

associated with hot-carrier extraction compared with

those for single-gap absorbers.
(67,76,77)

However, specific

implementations have not yet been carried out, so that

the feasibility of these new ideas has yet to be clarified.

4. Concluding Remarks

Multiple exciton generation (MEG) solar cells and

hot-carrier solar cells (HC-SCs) have been expected to

provide very high conversion efficiency. The concepts

of these types have previously been proposed, and

detailed-balance calculations to find the limiting

conversion efficiency under the ideal conditions have

been performed. However, the detrimental effects of

various practical factors, i.e., energy dissipation

processes that could be eliminated in principle but are

practically unavoidable, have not been clarified.

We have constructed new detailed-balance models

to evaluate the effects of some of the practical factors

and explore the feasibility of MEG solar cells and HC-

SCs with respect to currently used solar cells. The

simple structures of these two types can potentially

realize low areal costs comparable to those of

conventional single-junction solar cells (1J-SCs).

Therefore, one of the targets of these cells is rooftop

use under non-concentrated solar irradiation. Another

target is for solar-concentrator systems, for which

triple-junction solar cells (3J-SCs) are the competitors.

The results of the present evaluation are not

encouraging. The limiting conversion efficiency is

significantly lowered under practical conditions

compared with those for the ideal cases to be close to

that for 1J-SCs, i.e., the Shockley-Queisser (S-Q) limit

under non-concentrated solar irradiation, and lower

than that of 3J-SCs under 100-1000 times-concentrated

solar irradiation. In addition, other factors not involved

in the present models remain, which most likely have

detrimental impacts on the conversion efficiency. In

particular, the carrier transport properties of the

absorbers generally have a significant effect on the

conversion efficiency.

To design suitable carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon

interactions that govern the phenomena of MEG and

hot-carrier thermalization is a challenging yet

fascinating problem in condensed matter physics.

However, from the viewpoint of practical application,

we must recognize that it appears very difficult for

MEG solar cells and HC-SCs to compete against
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existing single-junction solar cells that operate based

on the conventional mechanism, such as Si and

CuIn1-xGaxSe (CIGS) cells for rooftop use, and 3J-SCs

using III-V compound semiconductors coupled with

solar concentrators.
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